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1 Dictionary Learning

Note. For a more complete discussion on this topic, please refer to [1].

Suppose we are given Y ∈ Rn×p, where we think of the columns as p observations. Our goal
is to find pair of matrices A ∈ Rn×n and X ∈ Xn×p such that Y = AX. With no assumptions
on A and X, there could be many solutions to this problem. In this lecture, we impose some
assumptions on A and X under which we can recover A from Y .

We denote A as the dictionary and columns of A as the basis of the dictionary. We assume
that

(1) A is invertible.

(2) X is sparse: Xij = zijgij where gij ∼ N(0, 1), zij =

{
1 w.p θ
0 w.p. 1− θ .

Y = AX and properties (1) and (2) above implies that each data point in Y is a sparse combi-
nation of columns in A.

There are np entries in X in total. If we set θ = 1√
n

, in expectation it has
√
np non-zero

entries. This implies that in expectation there are
√
n non-zero entries in every column of X. So

columns of X are sparse. We can prove the following result on uniqueness of the factorization
of Y .

Theorem 1.1. We are given matrix Y represented as Y = AX, where A is an invertible
matrix and X is a sparse matrix (property (2)). Assume that there exist matrices X ′, A′ such
that Y = AX = A′X ′. Let Xi and X ′i be the ith row of matrix X and X ′ respectively. If
maxi ||X ′i||0 ≤ maxi ||Xi||01 then w.h.p A = A′ and X = X ′ up to permutation and scaling.

We now give an intuitive reason for why this holds. For a complete proof, refer to [1]. By
construction, with high probability rows of X are linearly independent. Therefore, Xis form a
basis for Rn. This implies that X ′i can be written as linear combination of Xi. In expectation,
X has npθ non-zero elements. This implies that, in expectation, it has θp non-zero elements in
each row. One can see that linear combination of sparse vectors Xis would likely result in a less
sparse vector. Theorem 1.1 states that the sparsest elements in the row space of X are rows of
X itself.

Given Theorem 1.1, in order to construct such a matrix A, we need to solve the following
program {

minz ||zTX||0
z 6= 0

1Given a vector Z, ||Z||0 denotes the number of non-zero elements of Z.
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Why is it difficult to solve this program? First, it’s not convex. So we have to consider a convex
approximation of it. Second, X is unknown. To address this issue, note that row space of X
is equal to row space of Y . Therefore we can substitute X with Y in the objective. To replace
z 6= 0 with a convex constraint, we replace it with an affine constraint.{

minz ||zTY ||1
∃b s.t. zTb = 1

(1.1)

Where zTb = 1 makes sure that z 6= 0.

With a change of variables as w := ATz, r := A−1b, the above program will become{
minw ||wTX||1
∃r s.t. wTr = 1

(1.2)

Let z∗ be a solution of program 1.1 and w∗ be a solution of program 1.2. From Theorem 1.1, we
know that the sparsest elements in the row space of X are rows of X itself. Therefore, we want
z∗TY to be equal to a row of X. This implies that w∗TX is also a row of X. Therefore, w∗ = ej
for some j ∈ [n]. We show that there exist choices of b (equivalently r) such that solutions to
the program 1.1 contains all the rows of X.

We propose the following algorithm for solving program 1.1.

� Define bi = Y i for i ∈ [p], where Y i is the ith column of Y . Later we will show that for
every such bi, the solution of the program 1.1 is a distinct row of X.

� Solve the following program for all i ∈ [p]{
si = arg mins ||sTY ||1

sTbi = 1

� Let S = {s1, . . . , sp} be the the output of the previous step. Pick si1 to be the sparsest
element of S. At step k ≤ n, pick sik to be the sparsest element of S\{si1 , . . . , sik−1

} that
is linearly independent with {si1 , . . . , sik−1

}.

In the next section, we will give the main idea of the proof for why {si1 , . . . , sin} is the solution
of program 1.1. It takes a lot of work to make this rigorous and we refer to [1] again for details.

1.1 Analysis of the Algorithm

Consider {b1, . . . , bp} chosen by the above algorithm. ri = A−1bi = Xi. We want to solve{
minw ||wTX||1
wTri = 1

(1.3)

We show that the solution to this program is distinct for every value of i ∈ [p] and is equal
to an element of the standard basis. As we showed before, this will prove that the solution to
the original program 1.1, is equal to the rows of the dictionary matrix.

Let’s set i = 1. {
w∗1 = arg min ||wTX||1

wTr1 = 1
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We will show that w∗1 = e∗j where j∗ is the index of maximum coordinate of r1. Since rows
are random, the highest coordinate of each row will be different. Therefore, the solution of
program 1.3 is distinct for different values of i.

Let J be the set of non-zero coordinates of r1. We claim that the set of non-zero coordinates
of w∗1 is a subset of J .

support(w∗1) ⊆ support(r1) = J

Let’s define S := { l : Xl,e 6= 0 }, w10 := restriction of w1 to J and w11 := restriction of w1 to Jc.

1 = wT
1 r = wT

10r + wT
11r = wT

10r

Therefore, w10 is a feasible vector. Using triangle inequality

||wT
1X||1 = ||wT

10X + wT
11X||1 = ||wT

10X + w11(X
S +XSc

)||1
≥ ||wT

10X||1 − ||wT
11X

S ||1 + ||wT
1X

Sc ||1
= ||wT

10X||1 − 2||wT
11X

S ||1 + ||wT
1X||1

Note that 
support(wT

10X) ⊆ S
support(wT

11X
S) ⊆ S

support(wT
11X

Sc
) ⊆ S

We want to show that ||wT
1X||1 ≥ ||wT

10X||1 i.e. ||wT
11X||1 ≥ 2||wT

11X
S ||. This will prove the

claim that the optimal solution has support only in J .

||wT
11X||1 − 2||wT

11X
S ||1 =

p∑
i=1

|wT
11X

i| − 2

S∑
i=1

|wT
11X

si |

Taking expectation

E(

p∑
i=1

|wT
11X

i| − 2

S∑
i=1

|wT
11X

si |) = (p− 2|S|)E[|wT
1X

1|]

The above value is positive if p > 2|S|. We know that |S| = number of non-zero entries in
XJ' (θn)pθ = θ2np. Therefore p > 2|S| = 2θ2np if θ ≤ 1√

2n
. This shows that the support of

w∗1 is small (
√
n). One can have a similar argument to show that if this this case, then w∗1 is

actually 1-sparse.
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